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iSHERIFF ENDPOINT SECURITY
The iSheriff Endpoint Security Service is a cloud-based Endpoint Security platform offering advanced
anti-malware technology that protects your organization’s endpoint devices from malware, secures &
controls applications being used by end users and protects against threats from removable media (e.g.
USB drives).

Why do I need Endpoint Security?
Securing your organization from threats should be simple yet robust. With the increasing amount
of malware, more sophisticated security threats, and increasingly complex security solutions, IT
administrators face a daunting task in managing security.
Over 60,000 new pieces of malware are released daily, and over 75 million unique threats are currently
in the wild. While the majority of these attacks are coming through Web & email, the endpoint is the only
other vector for malware infection into an organization. With users connecting a variety of devices to
their endpoints, the risk of getting infected is very real. Effective Endpoint Security must detect and block
malware before it can get onto your network, or onto other users’ endpoint devices.
However, blocking malware is not all that is required. Preventing the use of applications that commonly
exhibit vulnerabilities or those used to share files with external parties can drastically reduce the amount
of malware reaching your endpoints, as well as enabling the administrator to enforce the usage of
corporate standard applications and acceptable use policies.

Key Features
The iSheriff Endpoint Security service is simple, easy and effective to use and provides comprehensive
reporting with easy to understand graphical summaries and drilldown detail.
 Comprehensive Anti-Virus and Malware Protection - iSheriff Endpoint Security incorporates
both traditional anti-malware technology and sophisticated dynamic anomaly detection and
behavior modeling systems to protect your organization from viruses, botnets, spyware, Trojans,
browser exploits and the latest advanced threats
 Application Controls - iSheriff enables you to easily control the use of specific applications on
your endpoint devices, such as remote access programs, browsers, messaging applications, P2P
sharing and the like. These applications, if unmonitored or unmanaged, can become a serious
security and policy issue for your organization. A broad number of applications are supported, and
you can easily define custom applications as well.
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 Removable Media - Removable media drives are a common source of local device infection.
iSheriff automatically scans removable media in real time to ensure that no infection can be
passed to your users’ devices
 Scanning Options - Scanning options and schedules can be simply set by policy in the iSheriff
cloud console, making it very easy to manage endpoint security for your entire organization
 Multiple Operating Systems Supported - With Windows, OS X and Linux supported you
can rest assured that all of your devices will be protected. From servers, to workstations, to
laptops, iSheriff covers them all
 Always Up-to-Date - Because iSheriff Endpoint Security operates from the cloud, your
endpoints are instantaneously kept up-to-date with the latest client application version and
signatures
 Simple Deployment - The lightweight iSheriff client can be easily deployed using group
policies or other software distribution methods
 Distribution Center - Instead of each endpoint downloading its own updates, the Distribution
Center application can be used to download updates once and then distribute these to each
local endpoint
 Legacy Endpoint Uninstaller - Uninstall scripts are also provided for legacy iSheriff and 3rd
party solutions to further simplify deployment
iSheriff provides you with a simple yet powerful Web interface to set and manage your own endpoint
policies and reports. iSheriff works with many popular directory services, such as Active Directory, to
make it easy to set up and maintain your user accounts and authentication.
Unlike traditional on-premise anti-virus products, iSheriff Endpoint Security is based in the cloud
– meaning that there is no hardware to purchase and maintain, significantly reducing the costs,
complexity and overhead of protecting your organization’s endpoint devices.

The Advantages of iSheriff Cloud Security
iSheriff provides your organization with a versatile and flexible cloud based security platform –
enabling you to protect your users anywhere and on any Web-capable device. As a cloud-based
platform, iSheriff enables considerable advantages over traditional on-premise security solutions:
 Instant Deployment - connect to the cloud service and you’re immediately up and running.
 No Upfront Expenditure - no need to purchase capital equipment and no obsolete hardware.
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 Predictable Costs To Suit Any Organization - the iSheriff cloud security service is offered on
a flexible subscription basis, making security affordable for organizations of all sizes.
 Enterprise-Class Security - you gain the benefit of iSheriff’s world-class global cloud security
infrastructure.
 The Experts Work For You - your Web traffic is managed 24/7 by Internet security experts
and modeled against other networks to detect traffic anomalies.
 Easy Administration - No tedious upgrades, no maintenance requirements; you always have
the latest and best protection.

Free Evaluation
It is fast and easy to sign up with iSheriff. You can trial the service before subscribing and generate
reports to better understand your own requirements and evaluate iSheriff. Sign up for your FREE trial
today. Visit us at: www.iSheriff.com
Full reporting services are provided to help you learn what is going on with your Endpoint, email and
Web usage and understand all that iSheriff has to offer. There is no obligation to subscribe and it is
quick and easy to disconnect the service if you don’t wish to continue.

About iSheriff
iSheriff is the leading provider of content and endpoint security from the cloud. We keep
organizations and individuals safe from cybercrime, malware and digital threats. Thousands of
businesses across a wide array of industries have deployed our solutions, including some of the
most sophisticated buyers of security technology worldwide. iSheriff has operations in New York,
California, Ireland and Asia.

Contact iSheriff
Contact details are available online at: www.iSheriff.com
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